Japanese Television) is dedicated to the development and progress of cutting-edge imaging technologies throughout history. Toward this end, we have released various kinds of standard test images. It cannot be overstated that the use of these test images in research and development and evaluation trials has played a major role in the practical implementation of information communication services and image information media widely used today, such as the digitization of broadcasting and communication and the development of high definition TV and 3D video systems.
(1) Images copyrighted by the Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK)  "Books", "MusicBox", "StainedGlass", "Butterfly", "ChromaKey", "Sea", "Flowers"
(2) Images jointly copyrighted by ITE and ARIB  "Moss", "Kimono", "Ship"
 Duplication of these standard test images without prior permission is a violation of copyright and strictly prohibited.
Use of these images in conference presentations and academic article, however, is allowed.
 The use of these standard test images is limited to the following purposes:
(1) Use for technical evaluation 1 When using the standard test images for this purpose, contact ITE beforehand.
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The following institutions were involved in the production of the standard test images.
Institute of Image Information and Television Engineers, Test Chart Committee
Chair: Masayuki Sugawara (NHK) Tables 1-2 and 1-3. The camera has two photographing modes: single-shot and multi-shot. In a single-shot mode, images are captured in a similar way to a general single-plate CCD camera. Complete color information per pixel is obtained by an interpolative process called demosaicing from pixel values each of which exclusively corresponds to one of R, G, or B color signals captured through a Bayer color filter array placed in front of the CCD sensor. In contrast, multi-shot is a photographing mode in which all color signals are directly obtained for each pixel by shifting the CCD sensor precisely one pixel in the horizontal and vertical directions while capturing the image successively four or six times. The multi-shot mode can capture faithful color information without moire or false color produced by the demosaicing process. However, because in principle it can only be applied to still objects, either single-shot or multi-shot (four times) mode was used for shooting the material images depending on the object being photographed. For 8K image data, utility software provided by the camera manufacture (Phocus, ver. 8.1) was used to trim the region that fits the 8K specification and to develop it in ProPhotoRGB (ROMM RGB) color space [7] . The region was quantized/converted to a Rec. 2020-compliant color system using numerical analysis software MATLAB. For 4K and 2K resolution image data, the aforementioned region was down-sampled using the same utility software. Images conforming to
Rec. 2020 or Rec. 709 were then generated using MATLAB. Note that when RGB values of 8K/4K image data were provided as-is to the conventional HDTV display system, correct color reproduction would not be possible. 
Recording Formats
The recording formats of the standard test images recorded on the DVD differ for 8K/4K images and 2K images.
For 8K and 4K images (12-bit), there is one file each for the R, G, and B components of an image.
For each file, the data is expressed with 2 bytes per pixel. In the case of 8K, the size of one file is 66,355,200 bytes. In the case of 4K, the size is 16,588,800 bytes. Of the two bytes, a 12-bit pixel uses lower 4 bits of the first byte and all 8 bits of the second byte; the upper 4 bits of the first byte are set to "0". Note that the 2-byte data of each pixel is recorded in high-to-low byte order (big-endian).
For 2K images (10-bit), each pixel is stored in uncompressed 16-bit TIFF format. The 10-bit value per RGB color is stored in upper 10 bits of 16-bit data for each color; the remaining lower 6 bits are set to "0". Also, these 2-byte data are arranged in RGB order for each pixel. Each file has 12,441,600
bytes for the image data and additional data for the header information. Note that the byte order of the TIFF format is arbitrary. However, in these standard test images, the 2-byte data of each color is recorded in low-to-high byte order (little-endian). 
Description of Standard Test Images
To evaluate image quality and performance efficiently, it is ideal that a few images can cover all the necessary evaluation items. However, if too many evaluation items are included in one image, the image becomes unnatural. Thus, taking into account the evaluation items shown in Table 3 -1, the following images were selected with the goal of maintaining a good balance of evaluation items. image is taken such that the books' spines can be seen. The image can be used to directly evaluate the resolution of the display equipment. Also, because there are spot illuminations in addition to general illumination, the luminosity in each region of the shelves differs. Thus, the image can be also used to evaluate the display equipment's presentation of dark areas through readability in those areas.
The image is also useful for evaluating the effects of degradation such as blurriness, aliasing, ringing, and quantization distortion, which noticeably appears in the lettering areas. This image is provided as a reference for purposes such as evaluation before obtaining this collection of standard test images. Because it is a single-shot image, be aware of false colors and color bleeding that occurs as a result of a noise reduction filter used to suppress false colors. Aperture (F-number) 11
Shooting data

Shutter speed 1/160 sec
ISO sensitivity 50
Photographed in cooperation with Nippon Maru Memorial Park
